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Abstract – This study examined Twitter users' attitudes regarding e-commerce businesses, Lazada and Shopee. The primary goal of this research is to determine the sentiment of Twitter users toward the e-commerce company and the topic debate among Twitter users. The results demonstrate that both companies are receiving more positive than negative sentiment, indicating that Twitter users share positive opinions about Lazada and Shopee on social media. RapidMiner was chosen as a tool to extract data from Twitter through the Twitter API, data cleaning, and perform sentiment analysis. The sentiment is classified into three sentiment classes: Positive, Negative, or Neutral. These results will help Shopee and Lazada determine how the audience perceives the experience and recommendation. The results contribute to our understanding of e-commerce business services. It provides an overview of the public's viewpoint so that e-commerce businesses may comprehend their services' strengths and weaknesses and enhance marketing strategy.
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1. Introduction

E-commerce is a digital marketplace and a mean of doing business that enables customers and sellers to transact business via the internet. Lazada and Shopee are examples of e-commerce platforms that lay a strong emphasis on providing users with an effective online marketplace for business-to-customer transactions (B2C). The B2C business model focuses the business activities and transactions with final consumers that involves the sale of both goods and services. The term "e-marketplace" refers to an online venue where various buyers and sellers may communicate with one another and conduct commercial transactions digitally. In general, there are two primary categories of e-marketplaces. Lazada and Shopee are two examples of e-marketplaces that fall into the horizontal category. This sort of e-marketplace sells items or services from a broad variety of categories and functions as a one-stop platform for several types of vendors and buyers. According to the e-commerce aggregator iPrice Group's 2021 report [1] on the e-commerce business performance for the Southeast Asian region, Shopee and Lazada are the leading competitors in the majority of the markets throughout the region. Shopee dominates Malaysia's e-commerce online traffic with 71%, followed by Lazada with 18% and PGMall with 9%.

As more new comers enter the e-commerce market, the rivalry between competitors heats up. As a result, every e-commerce company begins to build their brand on social media platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram to communicate with customers and understand market needs. Those comments and postings are valuable to e-commerce enterprises since they allow them to understand what people think about their firm and enhance their service to keep a competitiveadvantage. Lazada started operating in 2013, employing a marketplace place model that allowed third-party retailers to sell their products through the Lazadasite. In 2016, Alibaba Group brought a controlling stake in Lazada to support the Alibaba International expansion plans. Lazada serves most of Southeast
Asia, including Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, Singapore, Philippines, and Vietnam. Shopee started in 2015, and they have a hybrid business model including a consumer-to-consumer (C2C) marketplace and business-to-consumer (B2C). Besides serving the Southeast Asia country, Shopee has expanded its business to several countries in Latin America.

Both companies are active on the social media platform as one of the interaction channels to interact with customers, potential customers, and followers, promote their brand and establish customer service. Through social media, both companies can understand the most essential and most attractive marketing campaign the users would like to participate in, which can increase the company's market share. Lazada joined the Twitter platform in February 2012. As of May 2021, Lazada Malaysia has a total of 42.7K followers on Twitter. While Shopee Malaysia started in January 2015 and currently has 34.9K followers on Twitter [2].

1.1. Research Problem

Social media such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram have become effective communication channels across society. They feature a large amount of user-generated information, such as customer comments and feelings. Social media is quickly becoming crucial online information providers. People build relationships on social media by expressing their emotions, complaints, and opinions on topics ranging from current political concerns to the latest blockbusters. Building an online reputation through social media is valuable for most businesses, including e-commerce. As a result, many companies have used social media to connect with customers, and social media analytics are extensively utilised for research and business objectives [3, 4].

The power of electronic word-of-mouth (e-WOM) can ruin a company's image and its profit in a short time. e-WOM communication refers to any positive or negative statement made by a customer about a product or company, which is made available to many people and institutions via the Internet [5, 6, 7]. The impact of negative eWOM is enormous, indicating that users are dissatisfied with the business's service and product [8, 9]. If Lazada and Shopee do not respond quickly to the bad statement, the company’s image will suffer, and other buyers will reconsider their purchases.

Business decision-makers are interested not only in what consumers think about their brand but also in what consumers think about the products and services offered by their competitors [10]. Businesses want to know how customers regard their product or service and whether they have a good market reputation. They also seek to understand their competitive advantage concerning competitors [11]. Thus, sentiment analysis is critical for Lazada and Shopee so that the companies can better understand their customers and create marketing plans and tactics for the future to win more customers and boost customer happiness. The main research objectives are: to figure out the sentiment of Twitter users towards Lazada and Shopee; and to explore the topic discussion of Twitter users about Lazada and Shopee. Few studies have addressed the elements that cause distinct forms of sentiment [12, 13]. Clarifying the elements that determine certain forms of sentiment will assist manage the business [14].

2. Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment Analysis (SA) is NLP (NLP) that assesses and recognises polarity/sentiment in writing, such as social media postings or product descriptions [15]. Sentiment analysis helps businesses monitor online conversations about their brand, product, or service [16]. In addition, sentiment analysis examines people's views, attitudes, feelings, assessments, and evaluations of a service, product, organisation, individual, issue, contest, and attributes [17, 18].

Because it analyses data based on words or text, sentiment analysis is helpful for any type of brief communication from any medium. Sentiment analysis can be used as a brand monitoring technique by an organisation from time to time to gauge how people think about their brand and how satisfied consumers are with the brand. For example, in the presence of a marketing activities, sentiment analysis can assist the organisation in determining whether or not the activities was successful by understanding what people think and say about the activities. The sentiment result might be used to improve the marketing strategy.

In general, sentiment analysis is the text or word classified into three groups: positive, negative or neutral, according to their criteria. The lexicon-based approach is used in this research. It has a pre-made sentiment lexicon that adds up the sentiment scores of all the words in the document to give the document a score. A score can be a simple polarity value like +1, -1, or 0 for positive, negative, or neutral words, or it can be a value that shows how strong or intense the sentiment is. At the sentence and feature level, lexicon-based sentiment analysis is advantageous since it does not need training data and considered an unsupervised method.

Twitter is a microblogging system that allows users to send and receive short posts called tweets. In 2018, Twitter set a new limit for each post where it can up to 280 characters compared to the 140 characters. As of 2020, Twitter users reached 340M, and the total
number of daily tweets was 500M. A large number of
tweets per day can bring meaningful insights to a
company and the government. This microblogging
platform has been used as a form of public opinion.
According to [19], Twitter users are 38% more likely
to post opinions about brands and products than other
social media users. Thus, the Twitter sentiment
analysis focus on classifying the individual tweets
based on polarity, which means tweets may be
classified into positive, negative or neutral.

3. Social Media Involvement in Customer
Buying Process

During this stage, consumers will assess all of their
product and brand options based on a scale of
qualities that may give the desired benefit. In the
context of social media, the most important aspects
of the decision-making process will be the comments
and postings, since many individuals base their
purchasing decisions on social media recommendations [20,21]. In this phase, consumers
will read all comments and postings linked to the
product or brand. They will browse publicly
accessible information on the Internet or online
reviews to get insight into the attitudes and
experiences of other customers about the items or
services [22]. The positive and negative sentiments
expressed by users will impact the following phase of
a consumer’s decision-making process [23]. Classical
consumer purchasing behaviour models are pillars of
consumer behaviour research, which has led to
customer decision path analysis, there are five
phases purchase decision procedures [24,25,26].

a) Awareness
Buyer decision-making starts with need awareness.
A desire may be triggered by both internal and
external stimuli. Social media postings and adverts
represent external stimuli [20,21]. Those who use
social media and see advertisements on social media
that easily arouse their desire. The customer will
identify a certain brand or product that fulfils their
requirements.

b) Search Information
During this stage, a customer who has identified a
certain need may seek information from internet
sources, such as social media platforms. Consumers
increasingly rely on internet sources and e-WOM
when researching items or services they want to
purchase or utilize [27]. The customers will browse
several websites and social media to study the user-
generated information and comments about a certain
product or brand on social media. Many studies
argue that when potential customers attempt to obtain
information before making a purchase decision [28].

c) Evaluating Alternative

During this stage, consumer will evaluate all of
their product and brand option on a scale of attributes
which have the ability to deliver benefit that the
customers seeking. In the context of social media, the
comments and posts are the attributes that will be
most influential to the decision-making process [29].
Consumers will read all the comment and posts related
to the product or brand in this stage. The positive and
negative sentiment that express by the users will
influence a consumer on the next step of decision
process [30].

d) Purchase Decision
During this phase, the customer may establish an
intention to acquire the product since he or she has
analysed and determined its worth. The negative
feedback on the social media about the brand or
product will influence the personal preference and
they might or might not purchase the item [9,11].

e) Post Purchase Behavior
Post-purchase behavior involves customer
satisfaction evaluation. Customer experiences affect
whether they buy a product or brand again. When
consumers post on social media, the experience
affects the company or brand. If the total experience
and after-sales service are great, consumers will
share their pleasant experience on social media, and
the excellent reputation will attract new customers.
People post negative remarks on social media after a
bad buying experience. Negative comments or
complaints about a product, services or brand have a
bigger impact than positive ones, and when
something "goes viral," it can spread a lot faster
[8,31]

4. Methodology

RapidMiner is the research tool used in this study.
RapidMiner is a tool for conducting data mining
workflows for various tasks, ranging from different
areas of data mining applications to different
parameter optimisation schemes [32, 33]. One of the
main traits of RapidMiner is its advanced ability to
program execution of complex workflows, all done
within a visual user interface, without the need for
traditional programming skills [34].

Opinions are subjective expressions of human
thoughts, emotions and feelings. To conduct a
sentiment analysis by using lexicon-based approach, a
set of dictionaries of opinionated terms is used [35,
36]. There are several approaches for detecting the
sentiment of phrases. The sentiment analysis output
consists of 3 different polarities: Positive, Negative
and Neutral.

In this research, the VADER (Valence Aware
Dictionary Emotion Reasoner) model is chosen and
used for the text analysis as this tool is specifically
attuned to a sentiment expressed in social media [37,
VADER model is a rule-based and lexicon sentiment analysis tool. It can be directly used to unlabeled text data. VADER sentimental analysis relies on a dictionary that maps lexical features to emotion intensities known as sentiment scores. The sentiment score of a text can be obtained by summing up the intensity of each word in the text. The support for sentence sentiment also considers booster words, for example, very in very satisfy and negation words (e.g. not in not satisfy). Every word in the text will be valued and given a scoring string. In a tweet, users will include many elements in their sentences, such as emojis, capital words and conjunctions. VADER is excellent for social media text because it can understand well all the sentiments of a text that contains emoticons, slang, capital words, multiple punctuation marks, acronyms and much more text that can indicate the writer is happy or unhappy.

4.1. Research Design

Data collection, data preparation, sentiment classification, text preprocessing, and data visualisation are the five key procedures involved in sentiment analysis. The entire procedure will be discussed in the following section.

4.1.1. Data Collection

The data to be used in this research is secondary data obtained directly from Twitter. In RapidMiner, a Search Twitter operator can allow users to search and extract the updated tweets that are related to a specific topic or keyword from Twitter API. The operator requires a connection to a Twitter account. Two keywords related to E-commerce company, Lazada and Shopee, are selected as the query and the English language is selected.

Each search is set to the 500-1000 limit search results due to the limited capacity of the computer used for the analysis. The whole process of data collection was done from 25 to May 28, 2021. From the collection, we collected 4000 tweets for Lazada and a total of 2404 tweets for Shopee. The data were accumulated for several days because of the Twitter API rule of not providing past data that is more than seven days.

4.1.2. Data Preprocessing

Before conducting the sentiment analysis, the data collected directly from Twitter will go through processing steps to clean data. Data Preparation is the process of collecting, cleaning, and consolidating data into one file or data table, primarily for use in the analysis. Data preparation can improve the accuracy, quality and processing speed of data will increase.

The replacement of above symbols and characters are replaced by white space. Through data preprocessing steps, the number of tweets will be reduced. A summary of the tweets is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>No. of Collected Tweets</th>
<th>Clean Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lazada</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopee</td>
<td>2404</td>
<td>1322</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.3. Sentiment Classification

A lexicon-based method is used to conduct the sentiment analysis. To analyse the people's opinion, polarity-based is chosen where the pieces of text are classified as either positive or negative. It is range between -1 to +1, where -1 is extremely negative sentiment and +1 is extremely positive sentiment.

In this research, the users' tweets are analysed using VADER, and the words are given a score. The scoring string is then summed up and a final score is produced. If the score is more than 0 then the specific tweet is considered positive sentiment; if the final score is less than 0 then the tweet is considered a negative sentiment. If the score is 0, the tweet will be labelled as neutral.

4.1.4. Text Preprocessing

In this step, the tweets will go through another process to extract the most frequent words that occur in the text for different polarities. TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) technique is used as the schema for creating the word vector. TF-IDF is a weight-based metric to identify reviews or documents relevant to some query terms. The underlying idea of TF-IDF is that rare terms are weighted higher than common terms. In other words, rare terms are regarded to be more important than common terms due to their discriminating nature. For example, the words that are very common on every document, such as this, that and if will rank low even they may appear many times in the tweets, since they do not mean much to the document in particular. In contrast, if the word Buy appears many times in a document while not appearing many times in others, it probably means that it is very relevant.

TF-IDF consists of two parts, Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency. The term frequency is the number of times a term is found in the document. IDF is the logarithm of document frequency which indicates the rarity of a term. A statistical weight is used to measure the importance of the term in the text document collection. The most common word is, the value is 0; otherwise, it will approach as 1.

The tweets that have to undergo a data cleaning process are in a phrase. Thus, to generate the word list of each polarity, the sentences need to be split into words through tokenisation. The text processing has
data source view. In this particular research, the structure can be created based on the comprehensive structure and mining structure so that a single mining characters. The filtering process can provide shorter or longer than the configured number of significant insight to this research words less than five characters do not bring the range is set to 5-25 characters in a token because the flexibility to the researcher's in designing the data grouping of smaller and simple suffixes.

Stemming is the process of removing the suffix of the words. This method is used to identify the root/stem of a word. The main purpose of stemming is to reduce the number of words and can have accurately matching stems. For example, the words enjoy, enjoyed can be stemmed to the word "enjoy". In RapidMiner, a Porter stemming algorithm is used and this algorithm is based on the idea that the suffixes in the English language are mostly made up of a grouping of smaller and simple suffixes.

Stop words are a division of natural language. Articles, prepositions, and pronouns are the most common words in text documents, yet they do not convey the meaning of the documents. Stopwords are removed from a text because they make it appear heavier and less essential for the analysis. The dimensionality of term space is reduced when stop words are removed, improving the system performance. Example of the stop words is the, in, a, an, with, and so forth.

Stem (Porter)

Stemming is the process of removing the suffix of the words. This method is used to identify the root/stem of a word. The main purpose of stemming is to reduce the number of words and can have accurately matching stems. For example, the words enjoy, enjoyed can be stemmed to the word "enjoy". In RapidMiner, a Porter stemming algorithm is used and this algorithm is based on the idea that the suffixes in the English language are mostly made up of a grouping of smaller and simple suffixes.

c) Filter Stopwords (English)

Stop words are a division of natural language. Articles, prepositions, and pronouns are the most common words in text documents, yet they do not convey the meaning of the documents. Stopwords are removed from a text because they make it appear heavier and less essential for the analysis. The dimensionality of term space is reduced when stop words are removed, improving the system performance. Example of the stop words is the, in, a, an, with, and so forth.

d) Transform Cases

In writing a tweet, there must be a different form of letters. Transform cases are the process of transforming all the words into a particular case, either in capital letters or lower cases. The purpose of transforming all characters into one case is for the research, all the characters are transformed to lower case.

e) Filter Token (by Length)

Filter token is a process of removing the word shorter or longer than the configured number of characters. The filtering process can provide flexibility to the researchers in designing the data structure and mining structure so that a single mining structure can be created based on the comprehensive data source view.

In this particular research, the range is set to 5-25 characters in a token because the words less than five characters do not bring significant insight to this research.

4.1.5. Data Visualization

Data visualisation is the practice of translating information into a visual context, such as a graph or map, to make people understand and pull insights. The main goal of data visualisation is to make it easier to identify the patterns, trends and outliers in a large dataset. Data visualisation is one of the critical steps in the analysis process, which states that after the data has been collected, processed and modelled, it must be visualised to draw a conclusion. Tableau data visualisation software is used in this research to create the graph and word cloud.

4.2. Content Analysis

Content analysis is a method for methodically analysing written, verbal, or visual evidence that can be used qualitatively or quantitatively. After the materials have been sorted and coded, specific themes emerge. Books, manuscripts, paintings, photographs, recorded conversations, videotaped events, communications on electronic mailing lists and online forums, blog postings, and other sources can all be used to create content. The content is broken down into conceptual parts, which are subsequently coded or labelled. The categories for qualitative analysis develop as the analysis progresses. The findings are utilised to form assumptions about the text's messages. In this study, a total of 50 tweets for each keyword and each polarity are classified into different themes based on the content of the tweets. The theme's findings can help the company determine what issues are being discussed by Twitter users.

5. Findings

5.1. Sentiment Analysis

From the data collected through Twitter, 4000 tweets related to Lazada underwent a data cleaning process, and a total of 927 clean data was used to categorise as positive, negative, and neutral sentiment. Out of 927 clean data, there are 483 tweets or 52.10% labelled as positive, 289 tweets (31.18%) labelled as neutral and only 155 tweets (16.72%) labelled as negative.

For Shopee, there is a total of 1322 clean data used to classify the tweets into different polarities. There is approximately 57.87% of the tweets labelled as positive. At the same time, 448 tweets (33.88%) are labelled as neutral. The tweets labelled as negative only have a total of 109 or 8.25%.

Both companies have more positive tweets than negative tweets. The number of positive tweets is over 50% of the total clean data collected. This means that social media users share the positive opinion about Lazada and Shopee. The results are shown in Figure 1 and a summary in Table 2.
Figure 1. Sentiment Analysis Result for Lazada and Shopee

Table 2. Sentiment Analysis Result for Lazada and Shopee

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lazada</th>
<th>Shopee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sentiment</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Percentage (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>52.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>16.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>31.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>927</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Content Analysis

Content analysis is a research technique that identifies the presence of specific words, topics, or concepts in qualitative data (i.e. text). In this section, the tweets are classified into different themes accordingly:

5.2.1. Lazada

For the positive sentiment, a total of 6 themes are identified. Out of the 50 tweets that have been selected, there are 23 tweets (46%) discussing about promotion. The promotion is referring to the seller promoting their store and product on social media. The next theme is the contest with a total of 18%. For the contest, it refers to the Give Away contest that the seller conducts. Through promoting and conducting the contest, users are gaining more attention from social media users and creating brand awareness among the users. There are five tweets that discussed rewards. Users are sharing the getting rewards chance on social media. Finally, the tweets about persuade and inquiry are three, respectively. From the tweets, we know that users are using the social media platform to ask questions about products and places to buy. It shows that users are searching and evaluating before making any decision. Users also use the social media platform to persuade others to join Lazada for online shopping. Seven tweets are categorised as others because the tweets do not show a specific theme. Below is the summary of the results of Lazada positive themes and sample tweets for each theme.

Table 3. Lazada: Themes in Positive Sentiment Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Promotion</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contest</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persuade</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>50</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For negative sentiment, 84% of the tweets are emotion tweets. The users express his or her dissatisfaction toward Lazada by sharing a hashtag and boycott action. The content of the tweets is almost the same. There are also four tweets about the user's experience. The tweets are discussing their bad experience with Lazada previously. The next theme is a product with a total of 3 tweets (6%) followed by others (2%). For products, users are complaining about the defective product that they receive.
Table 4. Lazada: Themes in Negative Sentiment Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User’s Experience</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>50</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.2. Shopee

There is a total of 765 positive sentiments for Shopee. The 50 top highest scores were selected, and each tweet is classified into different themes. There are five themes. The promotion has the highest percentage with 44%. Most of the tweets are about seller promoting their store and product. The next theme is reward with a total of 11 tweets, followed by ten tweets. Both themes refer to the users sharing the reward available on the Shopee and Give Away contests, respectively. Users also share their experience (8%) with Shopee and feel happy about the experience they have with Shopee. The last theme is inquiry (3 out of 50 tweets), where users also use the social media platform to ask questions and collect opinions before making purchases.

Table 5. Shopee: Themes in Positive Sentiment Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Promotion</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contest</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User’s Experience</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>50</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3. Frequent Words

Determining word frequencies in any manuscript provides a clear picture of the patterns of words used. It is also necessary to gain knowledge about the most often appearing words in tweets; by doing so, one can learn about the structure and type of tweets; a word cloud can be used to show this. The greater the word within the word cloud, the more frequently that term appears in the corpus [42]. The results are discussed in comparison Lazada and Shopee.

5.3.1. Lazada

The text processing steps produced a total of 20 most frequent words for both companies. In addition, each company has a list of positive and negative words. The results were shown in a word cloud where the bigger the size, the more frequent the word, as illustrated in Figure 2. Among the 20 positive words, "lazada" have a total of 351, which is considered a default word, so it will not be discussed in this section. The second word is "shope", with a total of 89 occurrences in the document. The word "shope" is the root word of Shopee. The next word is "avail", which means available, with a total occurrence of 42 times. "Thank", "order," and "voucher" is the top five most frequent words. Finally, for the negative sentiment, "boycott", "aldub", "project", "tbadnboycottmzetxapt", and "goldilocks" are the most frequent words that appear more than 40 times in the text. These five frequent words are from similar tweet content where users advocate boycott action toward Lazada. The results and sample tweets are summarised in Table 6.

5.3.2. Shopee

From the analysis in Figure 3, "shope" is the most frequent word for both positive and negative polarity. Since "shope" is the keyword, this particular word will not be included in the result. For frequent positive words, "album" has a total number of 149 occurrences. It is followed by "follow", "repli", "belanjasmisdishopee", "mantul", "miminshopeekasihhadiah", and "shopeepaymantulsal" which occur more than 90 times in the text. These six frequent words refer to similar content where users participate in a give away contest and retweet the content that the organiser requires, as illustrated in Table 7. On the other hand, the overall number of negative sentiments for Shopee is lower, so the total number of occurrences for frequent words is also lower when compared to positive sentiments. The words "album", "crazi", and "limit" have the occurrence of more than 10 times compare to the other words.
Table 7. Positive and Negative Frequent Words for Lazada

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequent Words in Positive Tweets</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lazada</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shope</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avail</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thank</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>order</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voucher</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequent Words in Negative Tweets</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lazada</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boycott</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aldub</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>project</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tbadnboycottmzetxapt</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goldilock</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Positive and Negative Frequent Words of Shopee

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequent Words in Positive Tweets</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>shope</td>
<td>522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>album</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>follow</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repli</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>belanjasmdishope</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mantul</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequent Words in Negative Tweets</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>shope</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>album</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crazi</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>limit</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chill</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>price</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Discussion

The primary objective of this study was to investigate the public perception of Lazada and Shopee on social media. Based on the sentiment analysis results, both companies have more positive than negative sentiments. This can indicate that Twitter users are sharing a reasonable opinion on social media about Lazada and Shopee.

From the content analysis and frequent word analysis, we can identify the topic discussion of Twitter users and the trending case. Based on the positive sentiment finding of the first keyword, Lazada, the users are sharing more about promotion on social media. Users and the seller from Lazada are utilising the Twitter platform to do advertising on their online store and products. Social media allow marketers to target audience and consumers easily and effectively reach out to the people most interested in what they offer.

Furthermore, word of mouth can be used to market items in ways that are not possible through traditional advertising. Besides promotion, the users also tweet more about the contest organised by the seller and
Lazada on social media and the reward available. The giveaway contest serves as an engaging method for connecting sellers and consumers. The retweet action can enhance the number of positive interactions with customers and their likelihood of recommending the company to others they know. In addition, users sharing the available reward will drive increased traffic to the e-commerce websites or apps, which will benefit both company and the seller.

Twitter users also share their pleasant experiences on Lazada and encourage people to purchase through Lazada. The persuasive tweet will convince others, readers, to perform a transaction on Lazada. From the frequent word analysis, we can indicate that users who own an online store on Lazada also own another store on different platforms such as Shopee. This can be proved by the word "shope", "avail", and "order". When users promote products on social media, they will include the other online store they own in the post to enhance the odds of obtaining more sales and reaching out to other consumers, as some social media users may only have one e-commerce account. Mainly, the term "thanks" refers to an appreciation note from Lazada to users where users contact them through Twitter. Using Twitter as a customer service tool, Lazada can act quickly and respond to users by direct messaging or responding to users. This action shows Lazada's concern about the problem and their awareness of the users' issues. Because of the excellent customer service, customers are eager to convert from being a one-time consumer to a loyal customers. In addition, "thanks" also refers to Lazada's appreciation from customers for the service they provided and also refers to Lazada for appointing Alden Richards, one of the famous celebrities in the Philippines as the brand ambassador during the 6.6 Mid-Year Sale Campaign [43].

On the other hand, the most prominent negative topic of the Twitter users about Lazada was the boycott issues. Users are expressing their dissatisfaction with Lazada regarding the new marketing move. This is in line with the most frequent negative words: "boycott", "aldub", "project", and "tbadnboycottmzetxapt". These four words refer to similar tweets where an ALDub Nation fan raises a boycott campaign for solo projects of the celebrity. ALDub Nation is a fans club on a show for Alden Richards and Maine Mendoza. In March 2021, a variety show announced that actress Mendoza would be paired in the show with her real-life partner, and this announcement irritated ALDub followers. The followers first boycotted the production company and created a hashtag #TBADNBoycottMZETxAPT to protest real-life pairing [45].

After that, the followers' boycott action upgraded to boycott all ALDub's solo projects and the company that collaborated with the single artist, including Lazada, as Lazada only appointed Alden as a brand ambassador without Mendoza. The boycott movement will harm Lazada, as consumers will stop buying from the site, resulting in their reputation suffering. Users also shared their opinion toward Lazada and Shopee by comparing these two main rivals in the SEA e-commerce sector. Users share that they have had unpleasant experiences with Lazada, such as delayed delivery and receiving a fake product from the seller. The negative frequent words "shope" and "order" can be proved this. A defective or fraudulent product sent to customers would tarnish the company's reputation and cause customers to lose trust in the products sold on the platforms. Negative information is more compelling, informative, and beneficial, say consumers. Negativity bias is when buyers pay more attention to negative online reviews than positive ones [46,47].

Moving on to the next keyword, Shopee. Based on the findings, the positive sentiment topic discussion is similar to Lazada, where users share about promotions, contests, rewards and personal experiences on Shopee. There are also some questions on Twitter about where to buy a particular product on Shopee. This shows that Twitter users are very confidence with the Shopee platform when performing the online transaction. From the frequent word analysis, "album" appears as the most common word as users promote the album they sell on the platform. Some sellers also use the album as a prize for giving away contests. Through such an contest, the seller creates brand awareness among social media users and targets more audiences interested in the product. Shopee also extensively uses the social media platform as a consumer engagement and marketing tool, hosting a sale contest and a giveaway contest. Shopee is using the giveaway contest to raise awareness among social media users about the current marketing program they are working on and to encourage more people to visit their applications. This can be proved by frequent words "follow", "repli", "belanjasmadishopee", "mantul", "miminshopeekashhadiah", "shopeepaymantulsal", which appear more than 90 times in the document, as depicted in Figure 3 and Table 8. Shopee's positive sentiment, Twitter users are more likely to complain about the service provided by the seller, such as do not reply messages. On the Shopee platform, the seller and consumer can contact directly through the chat service. Once customers do not receive any reply from the seller, users will feel frustrated with the store and find another alternative. In addition, some users are complaining about the customer service of Shopee, where their issues do not follow up by the teams. Customer service is a crucial area for an e-commerce...
business. [48] discovered that perceived customer service quality significantly impacts satisfaction, which in turn influences a customer's future purchase intention. As a result, Shopee must consider this issue in order to avoid an increase in customer churn.

7. Conclusion

Since people develop relationships through social media and share sentiments, complaints, and opinions of all kinds. Social media networks such as Twitter have become essential marketing sensing channels. Those online reviews significantly impact customers' actions and attitudes toward the company or brand. This research aims to detect the polarity and the topic discussed by the users about Lazada and Shopee on Twitter. It also includes how social sentiment will affect a consumer's buying decision [22,25,27]. This study analysed 927 and 1322 clean data for Lazada and Shopee, respectively, and measured their sentiment using the Lexicon-based approach. The result shows that both keywords receive more favourable opinions than negative opinions. The major theme addressed in Lazada is the promotion of positive sentiment and emotion for negative sentiment. For Shopee, users are discussing more promotions, contest and complaining the services provided. Boycott difficulties that Lazada faced was identified, and their goal on this movement through frequent word analysis. Lazada must resolve the issue as soon as possible because the impact of Negative Word of Mouth will tarnish the firm's image, influence a customer's purchasing decision, and the company may lose market share.

Sentiment analysis is the most recent trend in understanding the needs of the general public; it's a more straightforward and cost-effective technique to understand how people feel about a specific subject of matter and the brand impact of micro-blogging. In this scenario, we studied people's attitudes regarding the e-commerce industry and identified recent concerns with Lazada and Shopee via Twitter. The sentiment result can be used to improve the company's operations.

The impact of the negative sentiment was significant where the microblogging platform involved many users, and the news could spread in a short time, and it became Negative WOM. Thus, Lazada and Shopee have to consider the negative opinion and tackle the problem as quickly as possible. To reduce the negative WOM impact, the companies need to know what and why people share the negative thoughts on the social media platform. Finding out the reason behind the topic will give the companies a better understanding and better strategize their future marketing plan. Furthermore, the company need to consider the nature of the complaint. If the company is in a fault situation, it is important to issue an apology statement to the customers with the further action that the company will take.

The boycott action advocated by ALDub fans was identified as one of the most severe challenges confronting Lazada in this study. The number of boycott messages was numerous, and persuading others to join this boycott movement was easy. Lazada was in a dilemma in which they should or should not respond on this issue. Lazada can actively respond to consumer boycotts by offering further discounts or a free shipping program to address this issue. In addition, it could assist Lazada in removing or distancing itself from the boycott's original source or concern.

Next, the company should not ignore unfavourable feedback but prioritise it. Ignoring a nasty comment is one of the worst things to happen to a brand. When confronted with a significant complaint, engage those customers as soon as possible [49]. Listening to their concerns and responding with a solution can increase their satisfaction and experience with the organisation. By giving the immediate consumer attention, they may show their gratitude with a positive review, which can improve the perception of the company to hundreds of other customers [28,42].

Although the research has found useful information and results, this study still encounters several limitations that need to be identified and known. First and foremost, this study was limited to collecting the data due to time constraints. The data collected in this research are from 25-28 May 2021, only four days. Therefore, the data might not be sufficient to make an assumption and conclusion on the Twitter users' opinion sharing.

In addition, there is some constraint on the RapidMiner tool used in this research. In this research, the tool only manages to search the keyword in general and cannot extract certain location data, for example, a tweet about Lazada and Shopee in Malaysia. This is due to the privacy issue that Twitter users do not disclose their location when they tweet. In RapidMiner, the tool uses Twitter standard search API to scrap the Twitter data, and there is a limit on search data where the data that extract is only passed seven days before the data collection date.

For future research on this topic, it is recommended to acquire a larger data set, focus on a specific location, and collect data over an appropriate period of time in order to obtain more accurate estimates of public opinion.

Finally, the themes that emerged from the sentiment analysis could be used to develop variables into quantitative survey questions for additional validation or exploratory research.
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